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NOTE: The candidates are required to attempt tu,o cluestions each fiom
Section A & B Section C uill be compulsorl,

Secti,r n -\

1. The resultant of two forces acting at an 3:..:e , is R. when they act

resultant is 4 andtheir resuhant t 4wtenthey actatangb L+9' Thenprove that
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Two forces P and Q actingat a point have a resultant n . If P is doubled, rt b doubled

and if Qis doubled and reversed in direction, even then A is doubled' Show that

P:Q: a::J-6,Ji,Ji

Each side of a regular hexagon ABCDEF is 2 metres along the sides AB, CB, DC' DE'

EFandFAactforcesrespectivelyequalto 2,4,6,7, l0and 12kg.wt.Findthealgebraic

sum of the moments of the forces about A.
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Section B

5. If forces P,Q,R and s acting along the sides l.B, cB,cD and AD respectively of a

qradriratera I ABCD are in equilibrium. Show that +,*''+,+ 'AB CB AD CD

6. .{ light stringof length i is fastenedtotwo points A and B atthe same level atdistance

'Li, 0p3rr. A ring of weight Wcanslide onthe stringand horizontal force P is applied to

n sucl.rthat it is inequilibriumvertically below ,8. Showthat P :+ andtension in the
l

. W(12 +a2)
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sliding down. lf pbethe coeffrcient of friction, then show that tana = l'+'

8. Forces P,Q,R acting along IA,IB,IC, where 1is the incentre of triangle ANare n



Section C

9. Write in short:
a) S::.; \,'=:l:: -:'s ::_,:;:,-l
b) S-":te Lami's rhec,rern.

c) State 2-p theorem.

d) Two equal forces act on a particle, find the angle between them when the square of
their resultant is equalto three times their product.

e) State generalizedtheorem of resolved parts.

0 A couple of moment - 60 units acts in the plane of the paper. Find the arm of the
couple if each force is of magnitude 10 units.

g) The resolved part of a force 32 kg.$'t.. in a direction is half of it. Find its inclination
rr,ith the force and also find the other resolred part.

h) A 110 kg force is resolred into components aions.{B and -\C makin_s:ngle J_< :i.ra respectnelr, Ii the c,r:l_rcnent along .{c s oi l:asr:tli: -l,,il . Ja::::r.:-.: ::-:
ansle z and the component aions -{B.

i) Srate lari s of limirins friction.

lrl? :.''-ir
Find Centre of gravity of uniform rod.


